The 17β-HSD3 enzyme plays a key role in treatment of prostate cancer and small inhibitors can be used to efficiently target it. In the present study, the multiple linear regression (MLR), and support vector machine (SVM) methods were used to interpret the chemical structural functionality against the inhibition activity of some 17β-HSD3inhibitors. Chemical structural information were described through various types of molecular descriptors and genetic algorithm (GA) was applied to decrease the complexity of inhibition pathway to a few relevant molecular descriptors. Non-linear method (GA-SVM) showed to be better than the linear (GA-MLR) method in terms of the internal and the external prediction accuracy. The SVM model, with high statistical significance (R 2 train = 0.938; R 2 test = 0.870), was found to be useful for estimating the inhibition activity of 17β-HSD3 inhibitors. The models were validated rigorously through leave-one-out cross-validation and several compounds as external test set. Furthermore, the external predictive power of the proposed model was examined by considering modified R 2 and concordance correlation coefficient values, Golbraikh and Tropsha acceptable model criteriaʹs, and an extra evaluation set from an external data set. Applicability domain of the linear model was carefully defined using Williams plot. Moreover, Euclidean based applicability domain was applied to define the chemical structural diversity of the evaluation set and training set.
Introduction
There are growing concerns over treatment of prostate cancer as the death ratio increases, and it requires of an emerging need for development of new and efficient drugs (1, 2) . The treatment therapy for such disease is of great discussions as they are frequently failing or are selective for patients. There are still some rooms to discuss for an optimal therapy for a progressive prostate cancer. Prostate cancer is an androgen sensitive disease in which androgens testosterone (T) and dihydro testosterone (DHT) play major roles in development of this type of cancer (1, 2) . Currently, an efficient therapy is to manage the prostate cancer either from the central regulation of androgen biosynthesis or by blocking of androgen receptor (3). The production of androgens is restricted to two steps within the central nervous system; it is also locally controlled in peripheral organs that are targeted. The active androgens T and DHT are directly synthesized by conversion of the inactive forerunner and rostenedione (Δ4-dione) in presence of 17β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenases (17β-HSDs) (3). In fact, the 17β-HSDs arbitrate the last step in the alteration of sex steroids in the peripheral target tissues (3, 4). The final step in the biosynthesis of a potent androgen T is controlled by 17β-HSD3 and NADPH as a cofactor through reduction of the C17 ketone of Δ4-dione (5). Since 17β-HSD3 is largely uttered in testes and prostate tissue at some prostate tumors, it is believed to play crucial role in both gonadal and non-gonadal T biosynthesis (1, 4) . In this regard, this enzyme is such an attractive target of small inhibitors for the treatment of prostate cancer (3, (6) (7) (8) .
Many medicines are typically developed using several blind trials which could be costly, time-consuming or failed to show high inhibition. Using theoretical methods as alternative tools for predicting activities of chemicals could help decreasing the chance of having false negatives prior to any trials. Among the theoretical methods, the quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSAR) have been successfully established to predict different important biopharmaceutical properties, including genotoxicity, toxicity, oral bioavailability, carcinogenicity, and mutagenicity (9-11). There are plenty of literatures reporting the application of computational methods for describing the bioactivities of newly synthesized compounds (12) (13) (14) (15) . The main aim of QSAR studies is to establish an empirical rule or a function to correlate set of chemical descriptors of compounds to their bioactivities. Different modeling techniques thus can be critical to achieve a good QSAR model. Multivariate modeling techniques have been widely employed in QSAR studies such as multiple linear regressions (MLR) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) , partial least squares analysis (PLS) (22), principal component regression (PCR) (23), artificial neural networks (ANN) (24, 25) , and support vector machine (SVM) (11, 26) . Such methods require a few numbers of relevant molecular features for the sake of simplicity in interpreting the mechanism of act and also preventing over-fitting. Based on probabilistic choice, genetic algorithm (GA) offers high capability to select set of molecular features having the best fit to explain the existed problem (27, 28) .
In this work, a QSAR based approach was conducted to interpret the chemical functionality toward 17β-HSD3 inhibition activity for set of potent inhibitors. GA-MLR and GA-SVM were two modelling techniques used to develop these QSAR models for 17β-HSD3 inhibitors. Various validation protocols were used to investigate the accuracy of proposed models and finally, some new compounds were designed and their activities were predicted. The results derived from GA-SVM method were compared to the results of GA-MLR method and showed to be more accurate
Experimental

Data set
A data set consists of 35 compounds as 17β-HSD3 inhibitors for the QSAR workflow was adopted from the literature (3) as listed in Table 1 Table 1 .
Descriptor calculations and reduction
The 2D structures of the molecules were drawn using HyperChem 7 software (29). For these molecules, the conformers having less energy were obtained using the semi empirical AM1 method. The molecular structures were optimized using the Polak-Ribiere algorithm until the root mean square gradient reaches 0.01 kcal/mol. These conformers were sent to Dragon program (30) Holistic Invariant Molecular descriptors), GETAWAY (Geometry, Topology and AtomsWeighted AssemblY)], creating total of 1497 descriptors. The calculated descriptors were screened for the existence of constant or near constant variables and removed from the data matrix. In addition, the correlation between descriptors as well as the activity was examined and the collinear descriptors (i.e. r > 0.9) were detected. Among the collinear descriptors, the one presenting the highest correlation with the activity was retained and the others were removed from the data matrix. After these steps, the number of descriptors was reduced to 519.
Clustering
One of the most important steps in a QSAR study is to divide the data set into training and test sets correctly to avoid any information lost during creation of models and fitting step. Here, a hierarchical cluster method was used while comparing the diversity of chemical structure and their related activities. Hierarchical cluster method is a statistical approach for finding relatively homogeneous clusters of cases based on measured characteristics (31, 32). It starts with each case in a separated cluster, and then, combines the clusters sequentially, reducing the number of clusters at each step until only one cluster is left. When there are N cases, this involves N-1 clustering steps, or fusions. This hierarchical clustering process can be represented as a tree or a dendrogram that each step in the clustering process is illustrated by a linkage. The selection of the training and test sets was done in a random way from each cluster with close investigation of the activity of each selection. The justification behind the selection can be defined in two steps; a) the range of the activity values of both the training set and the test set should be covered from the lowest to the highest; b) each selected data point for the test set should show high distance linkage in the dendrogram from the previously chosen one. Consequently, a training set of 28 compounds to develop the model and a test set of 7 compounds to evaluate the model were comprised. The dendrogram of used data set is shown in Figure 1 .
Results and Discussion
The prediction ability of QSAR models is affected by two factors. One is the descriptors, which must carry enough information of molecular structures for interpreting how the observed activity correlates to chemical structure; the other one is the modeling method employed. There are pools of descriptors which may cause over fitting of statistical methods. Therefore, identifying important descriptors certainly is a training set and the test set should be covered from the lowest to the highest; b) each selected data point for the test set should show high distance linkage in the dendrogram from the previously chosen one. Consequently, a training set of 28 compounds to develop the model and a test set of 7 compounds to evaluate the model were comprised.
The dendrogram of used data set is shown in Figure 1 . need in QSAR studies. In this study, the genetic algorithm coded in the MATALAB software was used to select relevant descriptors for building the QSAR models. For the selection of the most important descriptors, GA ran many times with different initial sets of population creating different final models. Among these models, one model presented the highest statistical quality was selected and reported. Five descriptors were selected by this method and used to construct linear and nonlinear models based on MLR and SVM techniques.
MLR analysis
In order to build and test the linear model a data set of 35 compounds was divided by hierarchical cluster method into a training set of 28 compounds, which was used to build the model, and into a test set of 7 compounds which was applied to evaluate it. The following equation based on five molecular descriptors is obtained: pIC 50 = 11.510 (± 1.329) + 249.056 (± 45.566) GATS6m -2.156 (± 0.826) GATS1e + 4.497 (± 1.624) P2e -33.803 (± 5.075) R7u + -0.95 (± 0.232) C-026
(1)
The prediction results are given in Table 1 = 0.823, F Test = 0.675, RMSE Test = 0.531) confirmed the high satisfactory prediction ability for the compounds that were not used during the model development.
The model obtained was internally validated using leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation process. For LOO cross-validation, a compound was removed from the set, and the model was recalculated. The predicted activity for that compound was then compared to its actual value. This is repeated until all compounds omitted once. High value for correlation coefficient of cross-validation (Q 2 = 0.674) indicates that the obtained regression model has a good internal predictive power. In addition, the robustness of the proposed model and its predictive ability was guaranteed by a high Q 2 BOOT (Q 2 BOOT = 0.665) based on bootstrapping repeated 5000 times. This indicates that the proposed regression model has a good internal predictive power.
Y-randomization test is a widely used technique to evaluate the robustness of QSAR model in terms of correlation obtained by chance. In this technique, the dependent variable (Y vector) randomly shuffles, and new QSAR Then, the built model was used to predict the test set data. The statistical external validation (R 2 Test = 0.823, FTest = 0.675, RMSETest = 0.531) confirmed the high satisfactory prediction ability for the compounds that were not used during the model development. Table 2 .
The leverage values can be calculated for every compound and plotted versus standardized residuals, and it allows a graphical identification of both outliers and the influential chemicals in a model. Figure 3 shows the Williams plot. The applicability domain is established inside a squared area within ± 3 bound for residuals and a leverage threshold h* (h* = n k′ 3
, where k′ is the number of model parameters plus one and n is the number of compounds) (34) . It shows that all compounds for the training set and test set are inside of this area. Figure 3 indicates that that there are obviously no compounds with standard residuals > 3δ for both the training and test sets (outlier). All the chemicals have the leverage less than the warning h* value of 0.64.
Interpretation of descriptors
By interpreting the descriptors introduced by QSAR model, it is possible to gain some insights into chemical features that reveal the contributions of functional group toward the inhibition activity of the 17β-HSD3 inhibitors.
The first and second descriptors in the proposed model are GATS6m and GATS1e. These descriptors belong to the 2D autocorrelation indices descriptors. For these descriptors, the Geary coefficient is a distancetype function that can be any physico-chemical property calculated for each atom, such as atomic mass, polarizability, etc. Therefore, the atoms represent the set of discrete points in space and the atomic property is the function evaluated at those points. GATS6m is the mean Geary autocorrelation -lag 6 /weighted by atomic masses. The physico-chemical property in this case is atomic mass. GATS6m descriptor displays a positive coefficient in equation 1 which indicates that the pIC 50 value directly relates to this descriptor. Hence, it is concluded that by increasing the atomic masses, the value of this descriptor increasing, cause an increase in its pIC 50 value. GATS1e is the Geary autocorrelation lag 1/weighted by atomic Sanderson electronegativities containing information about atomic electronegativities. In this case, the path connecting a pair of atoms has length 1 and involves the atomic Sanderson electronegativities as weighting scheme to distinguish their nature. This descriptor displays a negative sign, which indicates that the pIC 50 is inversely related to the atomic electronegativities.
The third descriptor is P2e (second component shape directional WHIM index weighted by atomic Sanderson electronegativities). It is one of the WHIM descriptors which are based on the statistical indices calculated from the projections of atoms along principal axes. The algorithm consists of performing a principal components analysis of the centered Cartesian coordinates of a molecule by using a weighted covariance matrix obtained from different weighing schemes for the atoms. The atomic Sanderson electronegativity is one of the weighting schemes that is used for computing the weighted covariance matrix in this descriptor (P2e). The P2e has a positive sign which indicates that pIC50 directly relates to this descriptor; therefore, increasing the value of this descriptor for a molecule leads to increase in its pIC 50 value. The forth descriptor is R7u+ (R maximal autocorrelation of lag 7/unweighted). It is one of the GETAWAY descriptors. GETAWAY descriptors encode both the geometrical information given by the influence molecular matrix and the topological information derived from the molecular graph. The weighting function is any physicochemical properties in selected atoms (26). The negative sign of this descriptor indicates that the pIC 50 inversely relates to R7u value.
The C-026 descriptor belongs to atom-centred fragments. This provides information about the number of predefined structural features in the molecule, which in this case is R-CX-R. The C-026 displays a negative sign indicating that the pIC 50 inversely relates to the C-026 descriptor. It was concluded that by increasing the number of R-CX-R substations of molecules the pIC 50 value would decrease.
Multi-collinearities for the above descriptors were inspected by calculating their variation inflation factors (VIF) as follows:
Where r in the formula is; the correlation coefficient of multiple regression between a variable and the others in the model (35). Correlation coefficient and corresponding VIF values for each descriptor are given in Table 3 . All correlation coefficient values were less than 0.51 indicating that the selected descriptors are independent. All variables have VIF less than 5 indicating that the selected descriptors are not highly correlated and the developed model has high statistical significance (35).
Support vector machine
In addition to linear model, the non-linear model was also built by support vector machine based on the same subset of descriptors used in GA-MLR model. The SVM method originally proposed and developed by Vapnik (36) . Its main advantage is adopting the structure risk minimization (SRM) principle, minimizing an upper bound of the generalization error on the Vapnik-Chernoverkis dimension. This is shown to be superior to a traditional empirical risk leverage threshold h* (h* = , where is the number of model parameters plus one and n is the number of compounds) (34) . It shows that all compounds for the training set and test set are inside of this area. Figure 3 indicates that that there are obviously no compounds with standard residuals > 3δ for both the training and test sets (outlier). All the chemicals have the leverage less than the warning h* value of 0.64. 
minimization (ERM)
. More details about SVM can be found in our previous works (11, 26, 37) . RMSE of leave one out cross-validation was used as fitness function to optimize SVM model. Performance of SVM for regression purpose depends on the combination of several factors like kernel function type, capacity parameter C, ε of ε-insensitive loss function, and Gamma (γ).
First, the kernel function should be determined, which represents the sample distribution in the mapping space. In this work, the radial basis function (RBF) was used because it offered a good general performance. The next step in the construction of SVM model was optimizing its parameters, including γ, ε-insensitive and C. The optimization of SVM parameters was performed by changing their values in the training step and calculating the RMSE of leave one out crossvalidation for the model. γ as the kernel function affects the number of support vectors, which has a close relation with the performance of the SVM and training time. Also, the γ controls the amplitude of the RBF function and, therefore, controls the generalization ability of SVM. The optimal value of γ was obtained at 5.
The optimal value for ε depends on the type of noise presented in the data, which is usually unknown. ε -insensitivity prevents the entire training set to meet boundary conditions and allows the possibility of sparsity in the dual formulations solution. Thus, choosing the appropriate value of ε is a critical step. The ε = 0.01 was selected as optimal value. The other parameter is a regularization parameter C that controls the trade-off between maximizing the margin and minimizing the training error. If C is too small, then insufficient stress will be placed on fitting the training data. On the other hand, if C is too large, then the SVM model will over-fit on the training data. The C = 50 was selected as the optimal value.
After optimizing SVM parameters, it was used to predict the pIC 50 of training and test sets. The statistical parameters of this model are R 2 = 0.938, and RMSE = 0.260 for the training set, and R 2 = 0.870, and RMSE = 0.513 for the test set. The predicted against the experiment pIC 50 values by GA-SVM method are plotted in Figure 4 and also are shown in Table 1 .
The comparison results of the proposed models by SVM and MLR are presented in Table  4 . As can be seen, the RMSE of SVM method has less value for the training and test sets than the MLR method. Low RMSEs indicates more accurate model. In addition to above statistical parameters, external predictive power of both proposed models using a test set was examined by considering modified R 2 (38) and to further investigate the accuracy and precise of a model, concordance correlation coefficient method can be used (39). Concordance correlation coefficient (CCC) evaluates the degree to which pairs of observations fall in the 45° line through the origin. These results show the superiority of GA-SVM model against the GA-MLR model.
Experimental and Theoretical Validation
Further validation protocols were followed to be sure that these models are applicable for prediction of the subsequent novel molecules. Since the developed models met the initial acceptance criteria, the Golbraikh and Tropsha acceptable model criteriaʹs was also followed (40). As discussed, refereeing to Q 2 LOO and R 2 values for presenting the predictive ability of a Even it was proposed that external evaluation set can be selected randomly from the entire initial dataset. In general, the size of the external evaluation set should be about 15%-20% of the entire dataset, and the remaining part of the dataset is called modeling set which can be split into the training and test sets. Since in some QSAR/QSPR works, the initial dataset do not consist of a large number of compounds so as to have the external evaluation set, in this work, we used an external data set published in different literatures. Performing this workflow is not only validated that the model is applicable for subsequent inhibitors and prediction purpose. Therefore, some new compounds with the similar core were used to develop the external evaluation set, and then, the statistical parameters for this set were calculated. The chemical structures The comparison results of the proposed models by SVM and MLR are presented in Table 4 . As can be seen, the RMSE of SVM method has less value for the training and test sets than the MLR method. Low RMSEs indicates more accurate model. In addition to above statistical parameters, external predictive power of both proposed models using a test set was examined by considering modified R 2 (38) and to further investigate the accuracy and precise of a model, concordance correlation coefficient method can be and experimental data used with their prediction results are shown in Table 5 . As it can be seen, the results are in good agreement for compounds E1-E5; however, to better understand the deviations between predicted and observed values, Euclidean based applicability domain was used to detect the outliers (41), Euclidean based applicability domain helps to ensure that the training set compounds employed in model development is representative for the compounds of the evaluation set. This method is based on the distance scores calculated by Euclidean distance norms. Firstly, the normalized mean distance score for training set compounds are calculated (these values ranges from 0 to 1 where 0.0 is least diverse, and 1.0 is the most diverse training set compound). Then, the normalized mean distance score for the test set compounds are calculated, and those test compounds which are scored outside of 0.0 to 1.0 ranges are defined to be outside of the applicability domain. The Euclidean based applicability domain is shown in Figure 5 . Therefore, the reason behind these prediction results is the lower diversity of chemical structures comparing to the training set. In this respect, to predict the activities/properties of new compounds, it is here suggested to perform the Euclidean based applicability domain before performing any computing so as to be confident that the prediction of inhibition activity of compounds are within the capability of the models. One may refer to residuals values to compare the prediction results at once, but the presence of outliers can be normally detected by William plots as discussed above. The Williams plot for these five compounds was calculated and the results showed no presence of outliers. The Williams plot for molecules E1-E5 was shown in Figure 6 . Golbraikh and Tropsha acceptable model criteriaʹs are described as follows:
value must be higher than 0.5. II) R 2 value must be higher than 0.6. III) R 0 2 _ R 0 ′2 / R 2 < 0.1 and 0.85 < K′ < 1.15
Where R 2 is correlation coefficient between the predicted and observed values; R 0 2 is coefficients of determination (correlation of predicted versus observed values with intercept of zero), and R 0 ′2 is correlation between observed versus predicted values for regressions through the origin; K is slope and K′ is slope of regression lines through the origin. The results of these calculations for GA-MLR are listed in Table 6 .
The final analysis to ensure that the model is established well and the molecular descriptors are selected appropriately is to derive a different The results of this analysis are listed in Table 7 .
Since the models are verified by test set and also above methodologies, the proposed models can be used to estimate the inhibition activities of new compounds within the applicability domain of the models. The series of novel compounds were drawn and then by using the GA-MLR model, which is simple and initially verified, the inhibition activities were obtained. The structures and the activities of the new designed compounds are shown in Table 8 .
Conclusions
In this study, MLR and SVM were used to develop the linear and nonlinear QSAR models for prediction of the inhibition activities of 17β-HSD3 inhibitors. The proposed models clearly demonstrated a good correlation between the chemical structures and inhibition activities of the studied compounds. The validation of the models using the leave one out cross-validation, external test set, and Y-randomization, Golbraikh and Tropsha acceptable model criteria's, modified R 2 values, concordance correlation coefficient values, Euclidean based applicability domain, and employing an external evaluation set showed that the proposed models have a good internal and external predictive power. Comparison between GA-MLR and GA-SVM methods demonstrated that the performance of GA-SVM model is better than that of GA-MLR suggesting that the nonlinear model is able to describe the relationship between the structural descriptors and the activity more accurately. The proposed models can identify and provide some insights about the chemical structural features required to derive inhibitors with high potency and thus, some instructions for successful synthesis of the potent 17β-HSD3 inhibitors. Habibi 
